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Abstract
This is an algorithm which has the same time complexity as that of linear search of “O (n)”. But still it is better
than “linear search” in terms of execution time. Let A[ ] be the array of some size N. If the element which we want to
search is at any position before “N/2” than “my-search and linear-search” both will have execution time, but the
magic happens when the search element is after “N/2” position. Suppose the element want to search is at nth
position, then using the linear search will find the element after nth iteration, but using “my-search” we can search
the element after 1st iteration itself. Elements in (N-i)th position can be found in the (I+1)th iteration i.e. suppose size
is 1000 than element in 1000th position can be found in 1st iteration, similarly 999 in 2nd iteration and process goes
on like this.
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Introduction

{

ELSE IF(A[J]==ITEM)\
WRITE”ELEMENT FOUND”;

You must have read searching techniques like linear search, binary
search, etc. which is being taught in data structures to find an element
in an array. But this search is a new way different from the above
mentioned. You will get details as you proceeds.
When we are dealing with a situation when size is something 10 or
15 its ok. But can you imagine the case when the size is “100000000” or
equivalent. If we use this “linear search” technique than the total
expenditure you can think off to continue the loop for 100000000
times. But rather if we use “my-search”, we get the desired search just
after 1 iteration [1-4].
So, now can you imagine how we can prevent such a big loss
through “my-search”.

C++;
EXIT();
}
I++;
J--;
}
IF(C==0)
{
WRITE “ELEMENT NOT FOUND”;

Algorithm
This is an algorithm which i have developed and named as “my –
search”. It will search a required element from the array [5-7].

}

Structure
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VAR:A[ ],N,I,J,C,ITEM;
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I=1,J=N,C=0;
WHILE((I<N/2)||(J>=N/2))
{
IF(A[I]==ITEM)
{
WRITE”ELEMENT FOUND”;

Future Needs
As I mentioned above this makes the searching techniques are less
complex, so it can be widely be used in industrial purpose. We know
that in industries time matters more than anything which can be
resolved by this “my-search”. Finding element from thousands of
entries is not an easy task and we can do it easily.

C++;
EXIT();
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Conclusion

3.

Hence from the above algorithm we concluded that above algorithm
is better than “linear search” algorithm in terms of execution. Using
this we can make searching techniques less complex.
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